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Evolution 

"Perfect Spot to Unwind"

A hip spot for night owls to kick back and enjoy specialty cocktails and

other chilled libations, Evolution is a vision is dazzling rub red interiors

offset with velvety black accents. The opulent décor is well complemented

with an elaborate menu of liqueurs, cocktails and wines. Alongside,

Evolution also remains famous for some exotic mojitos dolled out by its

expert mixologists. Cheese and charcuterie plate make for savory

accompaniments with its fine drinks.

 10 Rue de la Bourse, Lyon

 by Pexels   

Absinthe 

"Busy Croix-Rousse Bar"

Oddly located away from the main bar strip in a quieter part of the Croix-

Rousse hill, L'Absinthe has nonetheless succeeded in becoming a regular

spot for students nights out, due mostly to its numerous concerts and its

bohemian vibe. When there's no bands to be found, L'Absinthe usually

hosts its own resident DJ, meaning that the party never stops! The place

prides itself in having a choice of many kinds of dark beer as well as 15

different sorts of rums! Definitely for the more party-types, although you'll

surely be able to enjoy a cup of coffee or an apéritif in the late afternoon

too.

 +33 4 7200 2044  progmuslive@gmail.com  22 Rue Flesselles, Lyon
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Ninkasi Gerland 

"Beer, Music and Excitement"

Ninkasi Gerland is the place to be when you and your friends are looking

for a night of immense enjoyment. A place where great music, fine drinks

and after-hours get together, the energy here is set at a constant high

note. Known for its spectacular in-house brews, regardless if you're a fan

of beer or not, you must have a shot at one of their signature brews.

Featuring an impressive collection of beers and ales on tap, as well as a

selection of bottled beers, there is something for everyone here. Along

with the beers its burgers too are well-worth a shot. Add in a lineup of

some of the most renowned bands and solo artists, and you've got a place

that has it all.

 +33 4 7276 8900  www.ninkasi.fr/lieux/ninkasi-

gerland/

 267 rue Marcel Mérieux, Lyon
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